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Abstract—With the increasing popularity of cloud computing, security in cloud-based applications is gaining awareness and is regarded as one of the most crucial factors for the long-term success of such applications. Despite all benefits of cloud computing, its fate lies in its success in gaining trust from its users achieved by ensuring cloud services being built in a safe and secure manner. This work evaluates existing security standards and tools for creating Critical Infrastructure (CI) services in cloud environments – often implemented as cyber-physical systems (CPS). We also identify security issues from a literature review and from a show case analysis. Furthermore, we analyse and evaluate how mitigation options for identified open security issues for CI in the cloud to individual aspects of standards and guidelines to support the creation of secure CPS/CI in the cloud. Additionally, we presented the results in a multidimensional taxonomy based on the mapping of the issues and the standards and tools. We show which areas require the attention as they are currently not covered completely by existing standards, guidelines and tools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are smart systems that nowadays often form the foundation of critical infrastructure [1]. They promise increased efficiency and interaction between computer networks and the physical world enabling advances that improve the quality of life, including advances such as in personalized health care, utilities and even traffic control and public safety CCTV systems. It will have a revolutionary and pervasive impact on future manufacturing, national security, transportation, energy networks, infrastructure and healthcare.

The increasing flexibility and unpredictable usage patterns of such utilities makes the cloud an attractive solution for implementing them. However, this exposes CI (which historically were built as isolated systems) to cyber-risks. This results in a demand for building such system with protection against cyber-attacks in mind, even more than traditional IT systems as failing CI may have a cascading effect on each other and hence fatal effects.

Existing secure software development standards and tools are applicable in different context (focusing mainly on traditional IT systems) and help us to address the open security issues. Choosing the appropriate software security standards and tools for a CI/CPS context will help us to overcome the above mentioned problems. Thus, based on previous work [3], and in detail [4] we investigate on i) identifying security issues in the cloud in the context of CI, ii) mapping of the security issues; to how secure software development and system engineering standards and tools can support mitigation, iii) defining a multidimensional taxonomy of the identified issues pointing to the secure software development means, and iv) evaluating the applicability of the standards and tools to CI (i.e. Cyber Physical Systems).

Our research approach can be categorized as a fact-finding empirical study, where we derive the facts based on our literature review. We conduct the research in three phases, Figure 1 is the graphical representation of these phases.

1) Problem Analysis - We conduct a literature survey and implement an example CI-cloud application. The goal is to get an overview of available standards and tools, and identifying a list of cloud security issues from literature survey. 2) Generalization and Interpretation - We study most popular secure software development standards and tools, classify and categorize them, and map them to the identified security issues. Mapping is presented in a multidimensional taxonomy. iii) Validation of results - We select an available standard from the taxonomy, evaluate the taxonomy based on the standard and experiment with our show case [4]. Output of our work will help software developers, cloud providers, CI providers and other stakeholders to select the right software security standards and tools to build secure cloud applications in the CI domain.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we discuss the related work, Section III describes security issues in CI and cloud, Section IV describes some existing popular security standards and tools, and their applicability in the context of CI, Section V describes mapping of security issues and security standards and tools, and Section VI describes validation of the mapping. Our conclusions are presented in Section VII.

1Related issues are investigated in SEmber Cloud computing for CReitical infrastructure IT (SECCRIT) which supports this work. For more information see www.seccrit.eu
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II. RELATED WORK

In this Section, we discuss the existing body of research that has been conducted on security issues of the cloud in the context of CI. We found many contributions discussing security requirements, assessing and developing a taxonomy to select appropriate means for secure software development process and implementing standards to build secure software. However, most of the existing approaches do not address issues related to CI and those which do, do not provide any guidelines to select appropriate software security standards, guidelines and tools. We therefore base our work on these existing approaches to select appropriate means for secure software development and systems engineering focusing on Critical Infrastructure IT in the cloud.

A. Security Requirements and Assessment

Youchan Zhu et.al. [5] analyze the research status of security in the cloud and provide the three-layer (application, transport and database) security solution. The authors report that the abuse of cloud computing resources and environment security are the common security problems in the cloud. Our approach also reports some open security issues but focuses in CI and the applicability of security standards and tools. We therefore base our work on these existing approaches to select appropriate means for secure software development and systems engineering focusing on Critical Infrastructure IT in the cloud.

Youchan Zhu et.al. [5] analyze the research status of security in the cloud and provide the three-layer (application, transport and database) security solution. The authors report that the abuse of cloud computing resources and environment security are the common security problems in the cloud. Our approach also reports some open security issues but focuses in CI and the applicability of security standards and tools. We therefore base our work on these existing approaches to select appropriate means for secure software development and systems engineering focusing on Critical Infrastructure IT in the cloud.

Abbadi et.al. [1] discussed major security challenges and requirements related with untrusted cloud infrastructure towards a more secure and trustworthy Cloud infrastructures, e.g Critical infrastructures. Our work focuses not only on the issues related with CI but also on investigates the applicability of the state of the art security standards and tools in the CI domain.

Similarly, Younis et.al. [8] explore security issues of secure cloud computing for CI Providers and investigate security requirements for the CI providers. At the moment there is no existing work addressing these open issues while developing secure software in the cloud in CI context. Therefore we want to bridge this gap by addressing the issues in the development of secure cloud applications in CI context.

B. Classification of Secure Development Means

Futcher et.al. [9] provide guidelines and best practices for secure software development. Authors discuss and evaluate variety of guidelines and best practices by classifying them as follows: i) security standards and best practices (e.g. ISO/IEC 27002, ISO/IEC 27001), and ii) software development standards and best practices (e.g. Security Development Lifecycle-SDL [10], Common Criteria-CC [11]), and propose a set of guidelines for secure software development. Our state of the art analysis of standards, guidelines and tools secure software development is closely related with the Futcher et.al work, however we are addressing issues more specific to the CI. Therefore, we categorize our work as follows: i) standards to security and software development standards, and ii) guidelines and tools to security and software development guidelines and iii)tools. We however consider this as subcategories for a) standards and b) guidelines (see later). Reason for this is that in CI specific areas explicitly require standardized approaches where others don’t.

Yu et.al. [12] propose a methodology for characterization and classification of workflow management systems. Authors also present a survey of existing workflow systems. It motivates our approach in classification and mapping. Our work will be in the applicability of security standards and tools in the context of CI.

Similarly, Dukaric et.al. [13] propose a unified taxonomy and an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) architectural framework. Furthermore, the authors use the proposed taxonomy and framework for evaluating different IaaS architectures.

It motivates us to develop and map a taxonomy, but we however develop a taxonomy based on the identified security issues and security requirements in CI to point out different existing security standards and tools supporting CI.

C. Implementing software development standards

Razzazi et.al. [14] design and implement the Evaluation Process Management Software for security evaluation. To
evaluate IT products using CC, authors describe the roles of developers, evaluators and administrators and their activities in the evaluation process. Additionally, they also present the flow of the evaluation process. However, in our case we address those standards relevant to the CI domain.

Johns et al. [15] analyze underlying mechanisms of vulnerabilities and propose an approach for secure code generation providing strict separation between data and code. This related work is focusing on general Web applications. However, our approach will be focused more on applications for cloud environments and we will be developing taxonomy for secure code generation and security standards in CI context.

III. SECURITY ISSUES IN CI AND CLOUD

To comprehend the challenges from the developer’s perspective, we address the show case of a Cloud application in the context of critical infrastructures, by identifying the most relevant cloud security issues through the literature research and the show case analysis. In this Section we present the list of identified security issues and relate the list towards the cloud security threats according to their types [16] i) technical, ii) contractual, iii) jurisdictional, and iv) organizational (documented in [4]) and provide an indication of impacted security aspects.

A. Data Security

Data security refers to protective digital privacy measures that are applied to prevent unauthorized access to e.g. computers, databases and websites.

1) Data Storage: Data of cloud applications are stored in a cloud storage server where the users can access and update data frequently, so correct dynamic data update is of high importance. Data storage protection methods e.g., redaction, truncation, obfuscation have to be considered in the cloud [17], [18], [19]. Integrity and availability of data must be guaranteed, which influences the quality of service. Data storage security is a technical threat and caused if cloud applications are not able to meet availability and confidentiality of information.

2) Data Breaches or Leakage: Sensitive internal data of an organization can fall into wrong hands while storing, transferring, processing or auditing it. Offline backups of data should reduce the impact of a catastrophic data loss but they also increase the probability data breaches if the backups are not secured properly. Interception of data between the customer and the cloud provider leads to data leakage to a third party [20], [21], [22]. Interception of data between the customer and the cloud provider leads to data leakage to third party, which is a technical threat created due to the violation of confidentiality.

3) Data Loss: In order to prevent major data losses by natural disasters such as fire or earthquake, internal data losses occurred by accident or intentionally cloud providers should take adequate measures to backup data. Also, if a customer uploads encrypted data in the cloud and loses the encryption key then in this case data will be lost [20]. Data loss is a technical threat violating the availability security objective.

4) Data Scavenging: Unfortunately data cannot easily be deleted from the storage devices, and therefore could be recovered from the hardware or using other techniques [21]. Therefore often required to physically destroy the storage device. It is a technical threat and causes the violation of confidentiality.

B. Transmission Security or Network Security

Due to the possibilities of information sniffing, spoofing, hijacking during the transmission phase data encryption and communication over secure channels are important with respect to security [17], [18]. One distinctive aspect from traditional IT systems is that CI IT services are often built on very simple network devices. Therefore, the integration of CI services with the cloud requires the assurance of secure transmission. This is a technical threat that occurs due to the violation of confidentiality.

C. Application Security

Applications can be protected from threats using software, hardware and procedural methods. Security built into applications mitigates the security vulnerabilities and therefore reducing the malicious attacks on the application infrastructure.

Attackers are turning their attention to the common weaknesses created by application developers such as cross site scripting, malicious file execution, injection flaws attacks which are possible in the Internet [18], [19]. Consideration of countermeasures to the possible attacks helps to mitigate the attacks. It is a technical threat which can be caused due to weaknesses of confidentiality or integrity and can result in problems of the availability of the regarding services.

D. Virtual Machine Security

1) Creation Security: An attacker who has a valid account could create a VM containing malicious code such as a trojan horse and store it in the providers repository [21]. When virtual machines run overtime and cannot be managed by administrators this it is called VM Sprawl. Potentially VM Sprawl can overuse the resources resulting the infrastructure costs to increase. This happens when VMs are created without proper procedures or control of the release of these VMs. It is a technical threat that violates multiparty trust security objective.

2) Isolation Security: Typically, several VMs run on a common platform. If VMs on a platform are not strictly isolated, a user of a VM could access other VMs and access sensitive information [1]. VM hopping happens when a VM is able to gain access to another VM (e.g., by exploiting some hypervisor [1] vulnerability) [21]. Failure of separating
storage, memory and routing effectively causes isolation failure [22]. This is also a technical threat and its occurrence exposes confidentiality.

3) Execution Security: The execution environment of each VM must be secured to be able to process sensitive data [1]. Assurance of execution environment should be provided while communicating messages across. It is a technical threat that is violating multiparty trust.

4) Migration Security: Live migration of VMs can potentially expose the content of a VM. Therefore giving the opportunity to an attackers to access the data, transfer the VM to an untrusted host or create and migrate several VMs and therefore causing disruptions and denial of service (DoS) [21]. This technical threat for live migration of VMs exposes a confidentiality issues in the cloud environments.

E. Insiders Security

Insiders are employees that are able maliciously misuse their rights and privileges to gain access inside of the organisations IT infrastructure [1], [22]. Therefore, also affecting confidentiality, integrity or availability of internal information and processes. For example a cloud system administrator can delete virtual machines, temper data, provide denial of services inside his organization. Cloud hardware supplier are able can copy the sensitive content of VM images and share or sell it to the competitor organization. Lack of transparency related with process, access to virtual assets by employees, and employees roles and responsibilities are the main cause of users being reluctant to migrate towards the cloud due to the potential security issues [8].

F. Interfaces and APIs Security

Interfaces used for management and interaction of cloud services is commonly directly exposed to the outside world. Therefore, these exposed interfaces require high attention in respect security and standardization to mitigate and prevent potential malicious attacks. Availability the services hosted in cloud highly depend on the security these APIs [20]. Cloud service providers depend upon APIs to deliver services to their customers. Thus, APIs have to ensure that mechanisms like secure authentication, encryption, activity monitoring mechanisms and access control are working efficiently [8].

G. Shared Resources Security

Cloud service providers provide scalable services by sharing infrastructure, platforms and applications [20]. Most of the components are not designed for sharing resources in the cloud [8]. These components (e.g., CPU caches, GPU, etc.) of shared infrastructures are not designed to offer strong isolation for IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. Single failure or misconfiguration can lead across an entire providers cloud [20]. Therefore, a defensive strategy in regard to compute, storage, network, and application is required. It is a technical threat related to the usability of the cloud environment and cloud resources or applications.

H. Cloud Integrity Security

When a user requests a service implementation then the cloud system determines a free-to-use instance of the requested type and address for accessing the new instance and communicate it back to the user. For this identification purpose, it requires metadata on service implementation modules. These metadata should be stored outside the cloud to maintain the correct association of service implementation instances and metadata [18]. The CI metadata is important for billing and provision of basic needs but it also allows identifying the behavioral patterns. It is a technical threat to information integrity.

I. Security related to Third Party

A Trusted Third Party (TTP) [17], [18] establishes secure interaction with two parties (where both of rely trust on the third party) and provides end-to-end security services (based on security standards and tools) within the cloud. All critical transactions between the two parties are reviewed and ensured by the TTP. Data held by the third party is often complex and lacks control and transparency. Therefore, the third party requires assurance of confidentiality being met, client and server authentication, certificate-based authorization and creation of security domain. It is a mutual auditability threat that can potentially create weakness in multiparty trust.

J. Harmonization of Security Policies between Cloud Layers and Cloud Providers

Self-automated services often have dependencies among multiple layers or sub-layers inside the cloud infrastructure. Therefore, agreement of policies that governs interaction of such layer with other layers are to be considered [1]. This is a technical threat and it occurs due to the violation of multiparty trust security in the cloud.

K. Hypervisor Security

A hypervisor [1] is a piece of software or hardware that creates and runs multiple VMs. Clouda dministrator having access to the hypervisor has the ability to access memory and temper data of VMs. The VM privilege escalation threat is designed to exploit the hypervisor in order to take control of the underlying infrastructure [21]. Due to the possibility of such threats hypervisor should be monitored and secured. This technical threat is related directly with the confidentiality and integrity of information in a VM.

L. Account Security

Hijacking an account happens by social engineering or weak credentials [21]. By accessing user’s credentials attackers can access and manipulate sensitive data, and redirect any transaction. Attack methods such as phishing, fraud and exploitation of software vulnerabilities are used to get credentials and passwords [20]. After getting credentials attackers eavesdrop real user’s activities and transactions, manipulate data, return falsified information and redirects
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clients to illegitimate sites. It is a technical threat related to
confidentiality of credentials.

M. Cloud Service Security

Due to the ability of an attacker to consume more re-
sources that can result as a DoS or DDoS, users can be
prevented to access service or experience slowdown when Dos or DDoS occurs. Attackers that are impersonating
users may misuse cloud infrastructure for malicious pur-
poses. For example, it takes years to crack an encryption key
using limited hardware but using an array of cloud servers,
it might be possible to crack in some minutes. Attackers
can potentially stage a DDoS attack by distributing pirated
software using an array of cloud servers. Attackers access
critical areas of deployed cloud computing services with the
stolen credentials and compromise confidentiality, integrity
and availability of the services [20]. Service hijacking threat
could happen when attackers hack a website hosted in a
cloud service provider, install their software and control
the cloud provider infrastructure [8]. It is a contractual
threat related to information confidentiality, integrity and
availability.

IV. SOFTWARE SECURITY STANDARDS AND TOOLS

Many software security standards, guidelines and tools
are available to develop secure software. Implementing these
software security standards and guidelines helps us to ensure
the security of a software. However available secure software
development guidelines and standards are often used in
different context. Therefore, we have to implement appro-
piate security standards, guidelines or tools to identify and
mitigate security issues related with Critical infrastructures.
Therefore we are motivated to evaluate these secure software
development guideliens and standards, and classify them as
following i) Standards and ii) Guidelines and Tools and
farther sub-categorize them to i) Security Engineering and
software Development.

A. Standards

A standard is an established norm in a form of a docu-
ment that provides requirements, specifications, guidelines
or characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure
that products, processes and services are aligned with theri
technical requirements. Standards that provide guidelines
and techniques for ensuring security to minimize attacks
in an application are called security standards. Security
standards that address security techniques for minimizing
the number of cyber-security attacks are known as cybe-
security standards. Standards are strict and do not change of-
ten and certification of these standards helps to get assurance
as well. There are different types of international standards
available. The popular standards we consider on our study
are i) International Organization for Standardization - ISO
standards, iii) ISO/IEC standards (e.g.,ISO/IEC - Informa-
tion technology Security techniques - Information secu-
ritity management systems - Requirements 27001:2005 [23],
[24], ISO/IEC 27002:2005 - Information Technology - Secu-
irty Techniques - Code of practice for information security
management [25]), iv) Common Criteria - CC [11], and v)
Security Development Lifecycle - SDL [10], [26].

B. Guidelines and Tools

A guideline is a document that provides best practices for
addressing or tackling technical or non technical challenges,
e.g. help to secure IT products. Furthermore, guidelines also
provide the security requirements, specifications that can be
used to ensure products. Both guidelines and standards are
able to address variety of domains and challenges, however
standards in respect to guidelines are less volatile. It is im-
portant that cloud providers should take appropriate security
measures, because these measures should be based on best-
practice standards and guidelines. Due to the continuous
and rapid technology evolution security requirements and
mechanisms are also constantly changing and therefore have
to be continuously improved. Thus, best practices are also
changing continuously to entail the security requirements.

It is highly important to prevent and mitigate the impact
of cyber-attacks by creating logical redundancy. That is,
defense attacks using different layers and separating systems
with a different logical structure, cross-check transactions
and detect attacks. All these activities are best practices
considering cyber-security.

Variety of tools available for supporting different phases
of software development are considered for building devel-
oping secure software in the cloud in CI context. These tools
are configured in an application and feed parameters as in-
put. Running the tools after feeding the parameters generate
output. From this output we can benefit on developing secure
software. These tools are automated tools for verification and
validation of formal specifications and design. For instance,
Security Development Life Cycle - SDL is providing a threat
modeling tool called SDL Threat Modeling Tool. Guidelines
and tools we consider in our study are i) SDL Threat
Modeling Tool, ii) Computer Emergency Response Team -
CERT best practices [27], [28], iii) European Network and
Information Security Agency - ENISA guidelines [29], [30],
and iv) Cloud Security Alliance -CSA best practices [31],
[32].
secure software. We sub-categorize standards, guidelines and tools and discuss them in the Sections A and B depending on their contribution of producing secure software. If the standards, guidelines or tools help to make software secure by enforcing security policies or help to make more secure against the attacks by other means then we list them in this category. Following is the list of secure development means that falls in this category are i) ISO/IEC 27001, ii) ISO/IEC 27002, iii) CERT best practices, and iv) CSA best practices.

D. Software Development

Software development standards define frameworks for software lifecycle processes, containing a hierarchy of processes, activities and tasks to be applied in software development environment. Thus, software development standards provide best practices and rules applied in different phases of the software development lifecycle (from requirement phase to deployment phase). Activities involved in software development from the provided standards or guidelines are applied to produce secure software. It reduces cost and vulnerabilities. Not only best practices, there are also tools available that help in secure software development. Similar to standards and guidelines, these tools also help in different phases of software development lifecycle. Thus, different tools are to be used for different purposes. The popular secure software development means we have discussed in the Sections A and B fall in this category are i) SDL/MSDL, ii) ENISA guidelines, iii) CC, and iv) SDL threat modeling.

Graphical representation of categorization and sub-categorization of these secure software development means is shown in our multidimensional taxonomy Figure2.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Data Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a.</td>
<td>Data Storage</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b.</td>
<td>Data Breaches or leakage</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c.</td>
<td>Data Loss</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d.</td>
<td>Data Scavenging</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Transmission and Network Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Application Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Insiders Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Interfaces and API Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Shared Resources Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Cloud Integrity Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Security Related to Third Party</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Harmonization of security policies between Cloud layers and cloud providers</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Hypervisor Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Account Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Cloud Service Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. Mapping of Security Issues to Standards

For each of the identified issues, we find out the applicability of the popular secure software development standards and tools. We investigate on available documents of the secure software development means and find out how these means help us in addressing the security issues. We summarize our result in a table (see Table I), we tick the boxes of the issues and the means for those addressing the issues and cross the boxes for those not addressing the issues. For each of the ticked boxes we give reason how the particular mean helps to address the issue, and for the not addressing issues (crossed boxes) we also give reason in a summary (see [4]). Here, we give some examples of the contribution of the means to address security issues.

Contribution of SDL/MSDL to mitigate Application Security [10]: in Practice 1, under topic Training Requirements, it is stated that security training of secure design, threat modeling, secure coding (buffer overflow, cross-site scripting, SQL injection) and security testing need to be given to the software development team before the development of software. In practice 5 (Design Requirements), it is mentioned that secure features (well engineered functionality with respect to security) and security features (functionality with security implications like firewall) should be considered in the design phase. In Practice 7, Threat Modeling helps to consider security issues in application level and implication of security in a planned operational environment and structured fashion. Static Analysis (Practice 10) helps to ensure that secure coding polices are followed. Dynamic Program
Analysis (Practice 11) ensures the correct functionality of the programs as they are designed.

Contribution of ISO 27002 to address application security [33]: Issues are addressed in section 12 (information systems acquisition, development and maintenance). This section is described in different subsections as: i) Security requirements of information systems: Its aim is to ensure that security is built into IT systems. Therefore, an analysis of security requirements should be carried out at the requirement analysis phase of each development process. ii) Correct processing in applications: Its aim is to prevent loss, modification or misuse of user data in application systems. Controls like input data validation, control of internal processing, message integrity and output data validation should be performed to make sure that applications process information correctly. iii) Technical vulnerability management: Its aim is to reduce risk arising from exploitation of public technical vulnerabilities. Technical vulnerability management should be implemented in an effective and systematic way. These measurements should be confirmed to its effectiveness against the vulnerabilities.

Contribution of ENISA guideline to address Insider Security [34]: domain Human resources security has guidelines that help to establish and maintain an appropriate process for managing changes in employees, contractors and third-party users, and changes in their roles and responsibilities in a sub-domain personnel changes. For example, “[from ISO27002 Ch 8.3] Responsibilities should be in place to ensure an employees, contractors or third-party users exit from an organization is managed, and that the return of all equipment and the removal of all access rights are completed.” Managing personnel and their roles and responsibilities helps to mitigate insiders security issue.

Mapping of the security issues and the secure software development means is presented in a multidimensional taxonomy (Figure 2). Different color and lines are used for mapping the security issues to different mean to avoid overlapping and confusions.

VI. EVALUATION OF TAXONOMY

We evaluate our taxonomy by adopting a standard prescribed by the taxonomy to implement our show case. Based on the issues identified in the show case, we first translate these issues to associated security issues (in the taxonomy) and select security issues to be evaluated. Selected security issues are i) Data Storage Security, ii) Application Security, and iii) Interfaces and API Security. These issues can then be mapped to a standard using the taxonomy. In our case, an analysis of the taxonomy led us to the conclusion, that SDL standard was suitable for implementing our show case. So, we come to know that these issues are addressed by SDL. Secondly, we select a SDL standard (SDL Tool) from the taxonomy and then evaluate the mapping of the security issues to SDL in the taxonomy, and finally, we examine the contribution of the tool to address the selected security issues.

Our experience showed that SDL Tools are great for developing right secure software and these tools sets are used for different purposes in different phases of software development lifecycle. SDL Threat Modeling Tool uses STRIDE and DREAD principle and helps to identify potential threats and mitigation(s) in design phase which is relatively easy, cost-effective to resolve and reduce the total cost of development. We developed a data flow diagram (DFD) of our show case and apply it in the tool. For all generated potential threats, we defined impacts and mitigation(s). Additionally, we calculated risk level of the threats and prioritized them. This helps us in examining the contribution of this tool on addressing the selected security issues (documented in [4]).

VII. CONCLUSION

Critical infrastructures are thought of as the key systems, services and functions whose disruption or destruction would have a debilitating impact on public health, safety, commerce, and national security or any combination of those. CI are rapidly being integrated in the cloud to benefit from their characteristics; this is making them cyber-physical systems. This integration implies security issues, which we have analyzed. We have investigated the applicability of various system engineering and software development means to
addressing these security issues. We map each security issue to supporting standards, guidelines and tools and present these mappings in the form of a multidimensional taxonomy. An evaluation of this work is provided by using it for a show case in which an identified tool is applied to support the given security issues. A more general result of our work is that some identified security issues are not being addressed by any of the investigated means sufficiently. So, further investigation on more standards and tools may be required to find out whether they address these security issues. Alternatively to bridge this gap, the security issues can be addressed in updates of existing standards and tools or new means can be provided addressing these issues. In any case, we envisage that our output will help Critical Infrastructure and cloud providers or stakeholders of other CPSs to select the right means to build a secure software for their given context.
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